Into the Unknown
Space Exploration
Grades 7 - 9
Think like an aerospace engineer and make something that’s out of this
world! Using your knowledge of the Solar System, its conditions, and some
engineering know-how, create a lander that can touch down on Venus.
Background Information
Robotic spacecraft like orbiters, rovers, and landers, have helped us learn more
about our Solar System and the objects that make it up. The results from these
space missions have allowed scientists to ask new questions about our Solar
System. The Mars Insight Lander, for example, is the first mission to explore the
interior of Mars, with equipment to detect seismic activity. By exploring Mars’
insides, scientists can assess theories on the formation of the Solar System,
examining the processes that formed the rocky planets – Mercury, Venus, Earth,
and Mars itself!
These robotic explorers are specially designed systems built to survive the
different environments and surface conditions in our Solar System. These could
include intense radiation, high pressures, and severe temperature changes many
times greater than those found on Earth. Landers are specifically made to
descend to, and land on, the surface of an astronomical object, like planets,
moons, asteroids, or comets. However, some of our Solar System’s objects do not
have suitable surfaces for landing, like the thick extreme atmospheres of the gas
giants Jupiter and Saturn. So when designing a lander and its systems, engineers
must closely consider the properties of the astronomical object and the landing
conditions. Does it have an atmosphere? Are there scorching temperatures or
high pressures? Is the landing terrain soft and claylike or rocky and craggy?
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Background Information Cont.
There are three main phases to consider for a lander to reach its landing site –
entry, descent and landing. Entry is when the lander has been launched from its
parent spacecraft and begins moving toward its target. The fast-travelling lander
accelerates further as it’s pulled down by gravity, so it must slow down quickly
during its descent to avoid a hard or crash landing.
If the astronomical object has an atmosphere like Venus and Mars do, the lander
will need to withstand the high pressures and heat generated by friction as it
enters. Engineers can use the atmospheric drag acting against the lander to help
slow it down. Parachutes and propulsion systems can also help to slow the lander
on its descent. Other systems help to cushion and absorb the impact of landing,
and to stabilize and prevent bouncing or tipping over.
The purpose of a lander will also determine its design – what astronomical object
is it studying and what outcomes are scientists hoping to achieve? What
instruments does the lander need to carry out its mission? The Venera 13 lander
touched down on the surface of Venus in 1982 and was only intended to last for
32 minutes. Under Venus’s immense heat and pressure, it survived for just over
two hours before being destroyed. In that short amount of time, Venera 13
managed to take and transmit pictures of the rocky Venus surface and studied
rock and soil samples.
Now it’s your turn! Using this information develop some ideas on what it would
take for you to set a course for the planet Venus! Consider the conditions of
Venus, like its incredibly high atmospheric pressure, and make your own lander
model with any materials you can find! Can your model make a soft landing? How
much compression can it withstand and how long can it hold itself up?
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Materials
Lander Building Supplies
•

Any available materials – e.g. cardstock, construction paper, pipe
cleaners, aluminium foil, wire, string, recyclables like cardboard,
boxboard, egg cartons

Landing Pad and Condition Simulation
•

Books, human strength, bricks, stones, coins – things to compress and
add weight on to the lander

•

The ground

Miscellaneous Supplies
•

Tape, Scissors, Glue/hot glue

•

Paper, pens and pencils for your plan

•

Decorating materials

•

Astronauts (optional)
•
Marshmallows
•
Small toys/figurines
•
Eggs
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Instructions
1.

Conceptualize a design and make a plan for how you want to produce your
lander using materials available to you.

2.

Try out your lander by dropping it from a set height – can it make a soft and
safe landing? Does it gently hit the ground? Are you able to minimize damage
or crumpling to the lander?

3.

Once you’ve safely landed, consider the high atmospheric pressures
experienced on Venus and begin adding weight like books on top on your
lander to see how much compression it can withstand.

4.

Think about how you could modify the design of your lander to withstand
more compression.

5.

Evaluate the design of your lander by assessing how you achieved a soft
landing, how much weight you could place on top of your lander and how
long your lander lasted under those forces. Consider how alternative
materials, design choices, or planetary conditions could have impacted your
landing results.
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Things to Consider
•

As you develop your lander, keep in mind that your target is Venus, which has
a significant atmosphere. Which parts of your lander design take advantage of
this planetary feature?

•

Consider that you are working under Earth’s atmospheric conditions – how
does this affect your ability to assess your lander’s suitability for Venus?

•

Does your lander get visibly damaged or crumpled as it hits the ground? Is
this structural damage or an intentional choice? How could you reduce
structural damage and absorb shocks upon impact?

Questions for Reflection & Activity Extensions
•

What modifications would you make to your lander if a different target with
different surface conditions was chosen? Consider the composition and
characteristics of other objects in the Solar System and how their physical
conditions would affect your lander’s design. For example, what
considerations would you need to make to develop a lander for the Moon
which has no atmosphere?

•

What astronomical objects would you like future space missions to explore,
either with robotic spacecraft or astronauts? What are some of the conditions
there you’d like to explore? How could those missions be achieved?

